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 Further, if I change the value of test_data to 4 or 5, I also get the same error. Is this because the test set is only one value and
not all five? If that's the case, how do I replicate this in R? I want to randomly select a value and run that in my test set. Is there

a function that I can use that takes the mean of all the values and creates a dataset for me? Thanks, Max A: By default, keras
does not allow random_split to change the data. However you can reproduce the scenario you posted by manually splitting the

data into train, test and validation sets. We can use the following code to do this: dataset % fit_generator(gen_from = train_data,
steps_per_epoch = 8000, epochs = 10) X_valid % fit_generator(gen_from = valid_data, fit_generator is a function that keras

offers to fit a model on a generator. Once the fit is finished we can do the test. During an interview with POLITICO on Tuesday
morning, California Rep. Ted Lieu, the co-sponsor of H.R. 1, the National Popular Vote bill, repeated the claim that states have
“no choice” but to ratify the Electoral College because of the deal California lawmakers cut with the DNC. But, as congressional

Democrats and Republicans often do when discussing the Electoral College, Lieu failed to provide evidence for his assertion.
California’s new Democratic Gov. Gavin Newsom signed legislation into law on Monday abolishing the state’s “jungle primary”

election system, replacing it with an open primary system in which Democrats and Republicans 82157476af
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